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The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from implanted coils is widely 
known to be superior to that from surface coils. This article 
addresses the quantitative aspects of this improvement by 
explicitly evaluating the magnetic vector potential in a con- 
ducting medium of finite extent for both implanted and sur- 
face coils. The predictions of the model are tested with actual 
image data from spin warp experiments on gelatin phantoms. 
The authors derived a simplified expression that yields the 
gain in SNR of an implanted coil relative to that of a surface 
coil and is valid in many practical situations. 
Key words: signal-to-noise (SNR); implanted coils; surface 
coils; magnetic resonance microscopy. 

INTRODUCTION 

A fundamental problem in MR microscopy is how best to 
image a structure of interest at a distance from the surface 
of a specimen. Often, it is desirable to limit the field of 
view so as to avoid extraneous noise and unwanted sig- 
nal from neighboring regions. The signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) advantage of a surface coil over that of a volume 
coil for structures near the surface of a specimen is well 
known (I). Explained most simply, a surface coil consists 
of ii loop of wire and a matching network that is neces- 
sary to maximize power transfer from the loop to the 
preamplifier. Inductively coupling to a resonant loop 
(the surface coil) with a pickup loop is a convenient 
matching technique. Inductive coupling is distinct from 
other coupling techniques (2) in that the resonating loop 
on the surface of the specimen is physically separate 
from the pickup loop. This distinction can be used to 
good advantage for in vivo studies allowing the surgical 
implantation of the resonating loop (see refs. 3 , 4 )  (Fig. 1). 

Several recent studies have demonstrated the feasibil- 
ity of using implanted coils for in vivo imaging with 
in-plane resolutions as fine as 25 pm (3, 5-7). In this 
article, expressions are developed for both the signal and 
noise voltages available to the preamplifier for both sur- 
face coil and implanted coil imaging systems. A compar- 
ison is made between the SNRs (per voxel) of these 
systems, and the predictions are empirically verified. 
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THEORY 

To calculate expressions for the signal and noise compo- 
nents for a given coil configuration, the magnetic field 
must be known in the region of interest. This is most 
easily accomplished by computing the magnetic vector 
potential, A, €or all points in space. Harpen (8) provides 
a compact formula for the inductive losses seen by means 
of a coil over a conducting half-space. This treatment 
ignores penetration depth effects. Hammond (9) provides 
a more general treatment that includes eddy current ef- 
fects, and his approach is adopted here, modified for a 
finite sample volume. An approximation is made in that 
the A-field lines are evaluated by assuming that the con- 
ducting medium fills an infinite half-space. However, 
integration is limited to the actual sample volume. This 
approximation becomes better at higher frequencies and 
for implanted coils that are small, compared to the planar 
extent of the sample. We now introduce some prelimi- 
nary terms and derive expressions for the signal and 
noise components for a given coil configuration. 

The following definitions will facilitate discussion: 
implanted coil, the implanted resonant structure: pickup 
coil, that part of the implanted coil system that lies on or 
near the surface of the specimen and inductively couples 
to the implanted coil; surface coil, an imaging coil that 
lies entirely on the surface of the specimen. The terms 
“pickup” and “implanted” will be used instead of “sec- 
ondary” and “primary,” when referencing coils for clar- 
ity, although the latter terms emphasize that the discus- 
sion applies to other inductively coupled systems and 
that the two-coil system acts simply as a transformer. 

To calculate the SNR available to the preamplifier, or 
the system SNR, all signal and noise sources must be 
referred to the preamplifier. It is equivalent, however, to 
calculate the SNR in the pickup/surface coil, because the 
matching network is assumed to be a purely reactive, 
lossless, linear network. That is, the SNR in the pickup or 
surface coil is the SNR available to the preamplifier, 
because both signal and noise are transformed, or re- 
ferred, across the matching network equivalently. It is 
important to remember to refer the noise of the pream- 
plifier into the pickup or surface coil when calculating 
the SNR in this stage. Finding the SNR in the implanted 
coil is not equivalent to calculating the SNR at the pre- 
amplifier, because the network between the implanted 
coil and the preamplifier is, in general, lossy. The fol- 
lowing definitions can now be made: 

Ri, R,,, R,, and R,, are the nominal resistances, or 
resistances in isolation, of the implanted coil, pickup 
coil, surface coil, and preamplifier, respectively. 
Ri, is the total resistance of the implanted coil, includ- 
ing the coupled resistance of the pickup coil circuit 
and preamplifier. 
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FIG. 1. The surface (b,) or secondary coil and the implanted (b,) or 
primary coil. M = mutual inductance. 

Rpt is the total resistance of the pickup coil, including 
the coupled resistance of the implanted coil and the 
referred resistance of the preamplifier. 
R,, is the total resistance of the surface coil, including 
the referred resistance of the preamplifier. 
The subscript notation introduced here will be used 

throughout the remainder of the article. That is, variables 
associated with the implanted coil, pickup coil, surface 
coil, and preamplifier will be subscripted with i, p ,  s, and 
pre-, respectively. A resistance or impedance with a sub- 
script ending in twill denote a total resistance or imped- 
ance that includes all other referred resistances or im- 
pedances, respectively. 

Central to an understanding of how to analyze induc- 
tively coupled circuits are the following rules (2): 

where emf, is the voltage induced in the pickup coil due 
to a current, 11, flowing in the implanted coil, emf, is the 
nuclear magnetic resonance voltage induced in the im- 
planted coil, m is the mutual inductance between two 
coils, Z2-, is the impedance coupled, or referred, into the 
pickup coil from the implanted coil. 

The influence of the pickup coil on the implanted coil 
can be determined from these equations by simply ex- 
changing subscripts. The reader may find it helpful to 
read the arrow in the subscript notation as "referred." 

It can be shown that, because the matching network is 
lossless, linear, and transforms R,, + R, to the imped- 
ance of the preamplifier, the converse is true, i.e., the 
preamplifier resistance transforms back across the 
matching network as Rj-, + Rp. The following expres- 
sions can now be provided. These expressions assume 
that the implanted and pickup coils are resonant, i.e., 
that the impedances of these coils are purely resistive: 

R,,, = (wom)2/Rj  [31 

Rpre+p = Rp + (wom)'IRi 151 

= R, + Rp,,, = 2 R, . [81 

For the purposes of this discussion, SNRs will be de- 
veloped for a voxel v with volume, V, and a distance, D, 
from the surface of the specimenlsample, which is taken 
to be a cylinder of tissue below the surface coil or pickup 
coil. It is also assumed that the tissue within the voxel is 
uniformly excited, so that the magnetization vector, M, is 
rotating in the transverse plane at the end of excitation 
(90" tip angle). The surface coil is assumed to be a single 
turn loop of radius b, with its axis perpendicular to B,. 
Similarly, the pickup and implanted coils are assumed to 
be single-turn loops of radii b, and bi, respectively. The 
axes of the pickup and implanted coils are assumed to be 
collinear, and the implanted coil is assumed to lie a 
distance, D, below the surface of the specimen. The voxel 
is assumed to lie along the axes of all coils, which is 
taken to be the y axis. 

Signal Developed in a Coil 

To derive signal and noise expressions, the vector poten- 
tial field, A, and the magnetic field, B, arising from a 
current flowing in a circular coil (antenna) niust be 
known. In conductive media, the magnitude of these 
fields will be smaller than in free space due to eddy 
current shielding. Analytical solutions for these fields, 
including the effect of eddy current shielding, exist when 
conductive media are a half-space at or below the circu- 
lar coil when the axis of the coil is normal to the half- 
space ({J). When conductive media are finite in extent, 
analytical solutions exist only for specific sample and 
coil geometries although, in general, Maxwell's equa- 
tions can be solved numerically, using the boundary 
conditions associated with the particular situation. As 
mentioned previously, the actual fields are approximated 
with the analytical solutions obtained, assuming an infi- 
nite half-space of conductive media. 

The signal or emf induced in a coil from v is as follows 
(10): 

-a  
emf = -[B,/I.M]. 191 

a t  

where B,lI is the magnetic field developed by unit cur- 
rent in the coil and M is the net nuclear magnetization 
vector after excitation at v. 

Because B, at v lies along the y axis, and B,lI does not 
vary with time: 

emf = -B, ' -My.  i ,"t 
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Immediately after excitation, assuming that transmit 
power has been adjusted so that a tip angle is achieved at 
v, M is a vector rotating in the x-y plane at the Larmor 
frequency and, therefore, My = M,V sin(w,,f + +), where 
M,, is the maximum magnetization per unit volume, 4 is 
an arbitrary phase angle, and w, is the Larmor frequency 
corresponding to the static magnetic field strength, B,). It 
follows that: 

emf= (-B, / I )woMoVcos(uut  + +I 1111 

and 

For protons in water at 310 K,  assuming a long TR, short 
TE experiment (11), M, = 3.25.  10-"B, (Am-'). The 
quantity in Eq. [I 11 that changes when one uses either a 
surface coil or an implanted coil is the B,/I ratio. 

With an implanted coil and a pickup coil, the B, field 
at v is the sum of B,, and B,,, the fields produced by the 
current, I,, flowing in the pickup coil, and the induced 
current, I,, flowing in the implanted coil, respectively. 
For practical purposes, the B, field at v is dominated by 
Bl , (Blp  will be neglected). Using Eq. 111, the signal that is 
actually measured is the voltage induced in the pickup 
coil, emf, (2): 

emL emfp = -joomIl = -joom-- 
Rlt 

and from Eqs. [11] and [12] 

The resistance of a coil-surface, pickup, or implanted- 
includes both a component resistance, R, :",,, a sam- 
ple resistance Rsarnpie, and a radiation resistance Rradiation, 
i.e.3 Rcoil = Rcornponent + Rsainple + Rracliation (see Appendix 
A). 

Sample losses consist of both inductive or Faraday 
losses and dielectric or Coulomb losses. Inductive losses 
are assumed to dominate dielectric losses, and for the 
remainder of this discussion, dielectric losses will be 
neglected. In a subsequent section, empirical evidence 
will be presented that demonstrates that this assumption 
holds, at least at high field. General expressions for the 
dielectric loss are not available in the literature. Rradiatirln 
is the apparent resistance through which power dissi- 
pates due to radiation of energy. It is important to note 
that although this resistance consumes power and is 
important for matching considerations, it is not dissipa- 
tive in the sense that it generates noise (see the next 
section). 

Noise Developed in a Surface/Pickup Coil 

A coil noise voltage En can be developed via the fluctu- 
ation dissipation theorem in terms of R, the effective 

resistance through which power dissipates. I t  is well 
known that rms voltage noise is given by (e.g., ref. 12): 

E n =  d4kTRAF, [151 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute 
temperature, and AF is the receiver bandwidth in hertz. 

The total noise at a stage of a circuit, e.g., the pickup 
coil, can be determined by referring all impedances to 
that stage of the circuit for a total resistance, R,, and then 
invoking the fluctuation dissipation theorem. 

Referring resistances into a stage of a circuit to calcu- 
late noise is more convenient than using the more general 
technique of calculating individual noise voltages and 
referring these noise voltages into a stage of a circuit. 
When using the more general technique, the geometric 
mean must be used when adding two uncorrelated noise 
voltages, because uncorrelated rms noise voltages do not 
add linearly, although their corresponding powers do. 
The simpler technique works, in general, only if the 
noise temperatures of the resistances are the same. If 
resistance noise temperatures are not the same, the more 
general technique of calculating individual noise volt- 
ages is required. This allows the effects of changing the 
noise temperature of resistances (noise sources) on sys- 
tem SNR to be modeled and investigated separately from 
their ohmic properties and their effects on matching. For 
example, the noise temperature of radiation resistance is 
zero, and although most MRI preamplifiers have input 
impedances of 50R, their effective noise temperatures are 
often less than 30' K. However, the simpler technique 
will allow practical expressions for SNR to be developed 
and will be used for this derivation. 

S N R  Expressions 

Signal-to-noise ratios for both the surface anti pickup 
coils can now be provided: 

emfp rm? 
( ( % ~ " V B I ~ I , ) ~  \ k , )  SNR =---= 

__ P Erlp  worn- 
{4kTAFR,,, 

[ IS]  
o:m M,, VB,  / I ,  
r 

k2Rl, khTAFR,,  
_ _  _- -- - 

112 

The mutual inductance between the pickup and im- 
planted coil was provided by Smythe (13): 

m = 1, ( B l / I p ) .  ds, = (Bl/Ip)rb:. [I91 

Assuming that the surface and pickup coil radii are 
equal, Bl/Is  = BIIIJ, and 

m = (B,/I,).rrb~. I201 
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In general, the radii of the pickup and the surface coil 
corresponding to maximum SNR are not the same. How- 
ever, for practical purposes, these optimal radii are, as 
will be shown in a subsequent section, equivalent. This 
equivalence will be assumed for the remainder of the 
derivation. 

Approximating Bl/Ii in the lossy medium with the 
corresponding free space formula Bl/Ii = po/(2bi) (13), 

112 
SNR, aoporbi Rst 

[211 - SNR, - Ti&] 

A special case of practical interest occurs when Ri+J)RP. 
When this condition holds, Rpt~2(wom)’/Ri,Ri,-2Ri, and 
Rs,=2R,. Therefore, 

SNR, - - porbT[RS]’” - 

SNR, 4mR, R, 

An approximation for R,andR,, assuming that Rsample 
dominates the other resistance components, can be found 
using the following formula (6): 

R,a,np~e = 0.0332g(Wop0~)~ a 3 ,  [231 

where a is the coil radius. This formula assumes no eddy 
current shielding of the magnetic field and an infinite 
half-space of conductive media on which the coil is 
lying. Because the implanted coil is located within the 
conductive media, R, can be approximated with twice the 
calculated value from Eq. [23]. The value of m can be 
approximated with the free space formula for B,lIp at v, 
or equivalently, B l / I <  at v, because the radii of the two 
coils are assumed to be the same: 

Therefore, 

This formula provides the SNR advantage of surgically 
implanted, inductively coupled coils over surface coils 
and depends only on the geometry, i.e., the respective 
coil radii and the depth of the voxel of interest. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Although Eq. [25 I can be calculated using simple geomet- 
ric quantities, the more general Eq. [18] requires the 
calculation of the effective resistance through which 
power dissipates in a coil, i.e., Rc0,]. Appendix A dis- 
cusses the formulas used to calculate the three compo- 

tigate the accuracy of the expressions for Rcomponent and 
Rradiation, the unloaded Q, or quality, factor of several 
single-turn resonant loops was measured, using an 
HP4195A vector impedance meter (Hewlett Packard, 
Inc., Boulder, CO). These data are plotted in Fig. 2 against 

nents of Rcoil:Rcomponent3 Rsample, and Rradiation. To inves- 

/- 

, -/--- 

1 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . , . . . . ,- - - .  

1 
0 5  1 1 5  2 2 5  3 3 5  4 4 5  5 

Surface cod radius (cm) 

FIG. 2. Coil Q with (solid) and without (dashed) t h e  inclusion of 
radiation losses. The circles represent measured values. 

the calculated Q according to the following formula 

where L is the self-inductance of the coil. The dashed 
line in Fig. 2 shows the behavior in the absence of radi- 
ation resistance. These coils were constructed to be res- 
onant at 300 MHz, proton Larmor frequency at 7 T. All 
results in this section are presented for this frequency. 
The Q of the same coils was then measured with the coils 
lying against the surface of a large volume of 0.04 M 
saline (-0.4 K’m-’)  (14) to investigate tissue loading. 
In Fig. 3 these data are plotted against the theoretical 
results calculated, assuming only inductive loading. 
Note that the empirical data corresponding to the largest 
coil in Fig. 2 is not plotted, because the loaded Q was so 
low that it was difficult to measure. The difference be- 
tween the theoretical and empirical results is assumed to 
be due to dielectric loading and some uncertainty about 
the effective coil radius (15). 

Surface coil radius (cm) 

FIG. 3. Predicted and experimental (circles) loading data. 
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An assumption used to derive Eq. [25] was that the 
optimal surface coil radius and pickup coil radius, with 
respect to SNR, are equivalent. In Fig. 4, the SNR avail- 
able to the preamplifier is plotted according to Eqs. [16] 
and [ 171, using both an implanted coil and a surface coil, 
respectively. The voxel of interest is assumed to lie 1.0 
cm below the surface of the sample; the implanted coil 
radius is assumed to be 3 mm; and the sample itself is 
assumed to be a cylinder of height 2.0 cm, radius 2.0 cm, 
and conductivity 0.4 a-*m-'. The maximum SNR is 
indicated with a circle on both graphs. Not only are the 
corresponding coil radii very similar, but the SNR is seen 
to be relatively insensitive to pickup and surface coil 
radii over a wide range of coil radii. The assumption that 
optimal surface and pickup coil radii are the same ap- 
pears to be justified. 

To investigate the accuracy of Eqs. [18] and [25], a 
cylindrical phantom 32 mm in diameter and 22 mm high 
was constructed and filled with 8% (by weight) bovine 
gelatin and sodium chloride to yield a net concentration 
of 0.08 M saline (8 ms/cm conductivity). In one set of 
acquisitions, a 6.0-mm ID implanted coil coated with a 
layer of parafilm 0.2 mm thick was placed at a depth of 
5.8 mm in a gel phantom. The parafilm served as an 
insulator and as a means of reducing dielectric loading. 
This implanted coil was then coupled, in turn, to three 
separate self-resonant coils that had different IDS: 27, 17, 
and 9.5 mm. In each case, the wire diameter was roughly 
2 mm, and an adjustable capacitor was used to adjust the 
net frequency obtained in the presence of the implanted 
coil to the proton Larmor frequency (300.5 MHz). A non- 
resonant pickup loop with a series capacitor was then 
inductively coupled to the resonant coil on the surface of 
the gel phantom. The series capacitor was useful in set- 
ting an impedance minimum, as seen through the fixed- 
length coaxial cable to which it was attached. The lower 
of the two resonant peaks that appear when two self- 
resonant coils are coupled together was adjusted to the 
Larmor frequency. In situations in which the space be- 
tween two resonant coils is selected for viewing, the 
choice of the lower mode is necessary, for it is associated 
with a symmetric B, field (flip angle] pattern. Here, the 
field of view was restricted to the region around the 
implanted coil, so either mode would have sufficed. 

h i  ..................... ................................. 

I--- .-  ' 

--*----. 
-. L /T ........._.,.. ................................................................ : -  - 1  ' 

i 

I 

1 2 3 4 5 
Secondary coil radius (cm) 

FIG. 4. Relative S N R  values in the primary (solid line), the sec- 
ondary coupled to the  primary (dashed line), and a surface coil 
alone (dotted line). Note that the points of maximum S N R  in the  
surface and secondary coils are nearly coincident (circles) in terms 
of coil radius. 

Images perpendicular to the plane of the coil were 
acquired for the implanted coil coupled to each of the 
three surface coils. The power level was adjusted to 
achieve a goo flip angle at the targeted voxel region (5 mm 
below the surface of the gel, centered on the implanted 
coil). For comparison, an identical gel phantom without 
the implanted coil was imaged with each of the three 
self-resonant coils now acting as surface coils. Again, the 
power level was adjusted to achieve a 90" flip angle for a 
voxel at a 5-mm depth with respect to the gel surface. 

A conventional spin warp pulse sequence was used 
with TE = 10 ms, TR = 0.5 s, and a 50-KHz bandwidth. 
Sagittal sections (256 X 256 points) were acquired with a 
slice thickness of 1 mm. Image SNRs at the target voxel 
depth were calculated with a viewing program that cal- 
culates mean pixel intensities over a defined region of 
interest. Complementary noise values were measured in 
regions devoid of signal. Individual SNR measurements 
for the three implanted coil cases and the three corre- 
sponding surface coil cases were thus accomplished and 
are shown in Table 1. 

As expected, there was no real dependence of im- 
planted coil SNR on pickup coil size over the range used. 
Clearly, as the pickup coil becomes very small or very 
large, this will break down; however, an investigator 
would not have to worry about choosing the optimal 
coupling coil diameter. The flip angle patterns around 
the implanted coil did appear slightly different for the 
9.5-mm coil and, thus, the SNR measurement was some- 
what more uncertain. The data from Table 1 arc plotted 
in Fig. 5, so as to check the accuracy of the model devel- 
oped above. It is clear that the data are in reasonable 
agreement with the prediction and that the simplified 
formula derived in Eq. [25] is a very good predictor of the 
actual SNR advantage of implanted coils over that of 
surface coils for the range of coil sizes and implantation 
depths considered. 

The divergence of the simplified formula in Fig. 5 is 
most likely due to finite size effects of the cylindrical 
phantom that were not taken into account in Eq. 1251. The 
radius of the cylinder, 1.6 cm, corresponds well to the 
radius in Fig. 5, at which the divergence becomes pro- 
nounced. Dealing with a large range of coil sizes (espe- 
cially for subcentimeter-diameter coils) to explore a 
greater range in the experimental tests of the fit was 
difficult, but again, the agreement seems good. 

Figure 6 shows the ratio of the SNRs for implanted and 
surface coils as a function of voxel depth for an im- 
planted coil diameter of 7 mm and a surface/pickup coil 
diameter of 2 cm, assuming that the sample is an infinite 
half-space. It is clear that dramatic improvements are 
possible as the implanted coil depth increases. Of course, 
the image SNR obtained when using the implanted coil 

Table 1 
Measured Image S N R  

Coupling/surface No implanted Implanted coil coil size tmm\ coil 
27 49-52 4.1-4.4 
17 49-53 6.3-7.0 
9.5 49-54 9.6-1 1 
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FIG. 5. Relative SNR improvement of an implanted coil, com- 
pared to that of a surface coil. The dashed line is the approxima- 
tion given in Eq. [25]. The solid line is the  more accurate approx- 
imation, given in Eq. [18]. The circles represent empirical data. 

tance (i.e., Ri + p>>R,). It is seen that this simplified 
expression holds over a large range of practical situations 
and thus provides the investigator with a useful tool in 
assessing the advantages of implanted coils for a given 
set of geometric conditions. 

This discussion has been restricted to an operating 
frequency of 300 MHz, although a similar analysis at any 
practical operating frequency should be straightforward, 
using the formulas presented. 

APPENDIX A 

The component resistance consists of conductor resis- 
tance Rcond and the effective series resistance (due to 
dielectric loss) of the chip capacitor that is typically used 
to construct the resonant coil, Reap. The resistance of any 
coil solder joints is neglected. 

Implanted coil depth (cm) 

FIG. 6. Dependence of SNR improvement on voxel depth. The 
solid line is from Eq.  [18], and the dashed line is the approximation, 
given in Eq. [25]. 

will still drop off with depth. A minimum image quality 
must be maintained, and this value can be estimated 
from our model. Again, we find that the agreement be- 
tween Eqs. [25]  and [18] is quite good over a wide range 
of coil depths. 

CONCLUSION 

An expression for the SNR advantage of a surgically 
implanted imaging coil over a surface coil for in vivo 
imaging has been derived and empirically verified. An 
even simpler expression involving only coil radii and the 
depth of the voxel of interest has also been derived and 
has been shown to be empirically valid, assuming that 
the resistance of the implanted coil referred to the pickup 
coil is much greater than the nominal pickup coil resis- 

where a is the coil radius, 1 is the circumference of the 
coil, p is the resistivity of the conductor (taken to be that 
of Cu 1.77 . lo-' Om), A is the effective cross-section of 
the conductor through which current flows, r is the ra- 
dius of the wire conductor, taken to be 3.2194 . 10--4m 
(the radius of 22-gauge wire), 6 is the skin depth, p is the 
relative permeability of the conductor, taken to be that of 
copper, e1.0,  po is the permeability of free space, and oo 
is the Larmor frequency corresponding to I?,. Rc:t2F, can be 
determined from the manufacturer's data. RcZap = 
(o,CQ)-*, where Cis the capacitance value and Q is the 
quality factor of the capacitor. 

For high Q capacitors, the CQ product is approxi- 
mately lop8 at 300 MHz and at 65 MHz. At these 
frequencies, Rr:ap is, therefore, approximately 0.05 and 
0.02 R, respectively. Rsample can be determined by inte- 
grating the square of the coil vector potential over the 
space of the specimen (8): 

IA/dz dv, [A31 .I Rcmlple = goo 
sample 

where g is the sample conductivity. 
A formula for A, taking into account skin depth effects 

or eddy current shielding, is provided by Hammond (9), 
assuming that the specimen is uniform and fills a half- 
space below the plane of the coil. 

When the radius of the circular coil is small, compared 
with that of the antenna wavelength, Rrndlation is given by 
Terman (2) as 

Rradiation = 31,200(a/A2)" [A41 

where a is the coil radius and A is the wavelength asso- 
ciated with oo. 
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